
Car Related Air Pollution



When are you idling?
-Picking up food at a drive-

through

-Stopped in traffic or at a
light

-Waiting to pick
someone up



In New Jersey, is there a fine for idling for more than
three minutes?

YES! $250 fine

THIS LAW DOES NOT APPLY TO CARS STOPPED IN

TRAFFIC, CARS WAITING FOR MAINTENANCE, OR

EMERGENCY VEHICLES!



How many minutes should it take to
warm up your car?

0 minutes!

Warming up a car when it is cold is unnecessary
and wasteful. Driving for a few miles carefully is

enough for the car to be ready.



How many pounds of greenhouse gases are
created from a gallon of used gas?

20 pounds

Greenhouse gases are necessary to warm the Earth and make it suitable for
life. However, when there are too many greenhouse gases being formed,
the Earth starts to get too hot. This is happening right now and is called

global warming!



The temperature in NJ has already increased 4
degrees due to greenhouse gases. These greenhouse
gases can burn through the ozone layer, which is a
layer above Earth that protects us from UV rays. 



The main contributing greenhouse
gas is Carbon Dioxide, which makes

up 76% of all emissions. Carbon
dioxide is released when fossil fuels
are burned and when lots of trees

are cut down (deforestation).
Carbon dioxide makes the ocean

30% more acidic.



Another gas listed is fluorinated
gas. These are man made gases
used to make products such as

refrigerators, air conditioners, and
aerosols, and although they only

make up 2% of the emissions they
are highly dangerous due to how

long they can remain in the
atmosphere. Depending on the type

of gas, 1,000-10,000 years!



Which economic sector creates the most
greenhouse gases?

Transportation is the biggest
contributor to greenhouse gas

emissions, making up 27% of total
emissions!



How many less miles can we see
in the East due to regional haze?

65-75 miles
From the Environmental and Energy Law

Program at Harvard University:



How many states have idling
laws?

31 
(plus the District of Columbia!)



After just 10 seconds, it is better to turn your
engine off than to keep it running and waste

gas! Restarting the engine is not harmful to the
car. Excessive amounts of idling is worse for

the car and can weaken car components.

How long can you idle your car before it is
more efficient to turn off the engine?

Spark plugs



Air pollution is the largest
environmental risk to our health!

This means that our health is at risk daily
due to the emissions in the air. Asthma is
one example of a respiratory condition

that only gets worse with bad air quality.
These conditions are affecting more kids

since kids are lower to the ground and
breath in more car emissions. Also,

emissions make allergies worse and
cause more irritation. 



What is New Jersey doing to help?
-Monetary incentives for people driving electric vehicles
(reduced toll rates, tax credit, rebate or money back)

-People with electric vehicles can ride in the HOV lane even
when they're alone

-Increasing the number of available public EV chargers
-Transitioning state vehicles (NJ Transit) to electric vehicles



How are other countries dealing with car related air pollution?
Norway:

-Oslo, their capital, has the
highest amount of electric cars

in the world
-They are working on zero-

emisson transportation (ferries,
exports)

-They took away the parking
spots in Oslo

Denmark:
-In Copenhagen, they are making
a 3,000 mile bike super highway
that connects to their suburbs. 

Spain:
-Madrid is making their city

buses low emission hybrids or zero
emission electric. They also offer
monetary incentives for taxis to

migrate their cars to low emission
vehicles.



-Ride your bike or walk for short distances
-Inform others around you who can drive about the
harm in idling, and tell them about the pledge on

iturnitoff.com
-As you get older, consider a hybrid or fully electric

vehicle for the future

How can you help?



Stop idling to help reduce car
related air pollution!

This presentation was made in partnership with Ridewise.inchttps://ridewise.org/


